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1. Introduction. Bass [1] proved that if R is a left perfect ring, then R contains no
infinite sets of orthogonal idempotents and every nonzero left R-module has a maximal
submodule, and asked if this property characterizes left perfect rings ([1], Remark (ii),
p. 470). The fact that this is true for commutative rings was proved by Hamsher [12], and
that this is not true in general was demonstrated by examples of Cozzens [7] and Koifman
[14]. Hamsher's result for commutative rings has been extended to some non-
commutative rings. Call a ring left duo if every left ideal is two-sided; Chandran [5]
proved that Bass' conjecture is true for left duo rings. Call a ring R weakly left duo if for
every r e R, there exists a natural number n(r) (depending on r) such that the principal
left ideal Rr"{r) is two-sided. Recently, Xue [21] proved that Bass' conjecture is still true
for weakly left duo rings.

In Section 3 of this paper, we first generalize the above results to left quasi-duo rings.
We call a ring R a left (right) quasi-duo ring if every maximal left (right) ideal of R is
two-sided. It is shown that the class of all weakly left duo rings is properly contained in
the class of all left quasi-duo rings but that several basic properties of weakly left duo
rings as proved in [22] are valid for left quasi-duo rings. This is the content of Section 2.
Furthermore, we establish in Section 4 the equivalence of the following conditions on a
left quasi-duo ring R: (1) R is a left P-exchange ring; (2) the left free module KR(N) has
finite exchange property; (3) R/J(R) is von Neumann regular and J(R) is left T-nilpotent;
(4) Every left 7?-module has a maximal submodule. This generalizes one of the main
results of Stock [19] (Theorem 4.8, p. 447). Examples are included to demonstrate that all
generalizations are nontrivial.

Throughout this paper all rings are associative with identity and modules are unitary
left modules unless otherwise specified. J(R) always denotes the Jacobson radical of a ring
R. Homomorphisms of modules will be written on the side of their arguments opposite to
scalars.

2. Basic properties. Recall that a ring R is called left (right) quasi-duo, if every
maximal left (right) ideal of R is two-sided. We immediately observe that every factor ring
R/I of a left quasi-duo ring R is again left quasi-duo. It is obvious that if R is a field, or a
division ring or a commutative ring and n > 1 then the ring of upper triangular n X n
matrices over R is left quasi-duo. More generally, we have the following

PROPOSITION 2.1. A ring R is left (right) quasi-duo if and only if every upper triangular
matrix ring (finite or infinite) UTMnXn(R) is left (right) quasi-duo if and only if every lower
triangular matrix ring (finite or infinite) LTMnXn(R) is left (right) quasi-duo, where n is
allowed to be any finite or infinite cardinal number.

Proof. Let 5 - UTMnXn(R). For simplicity, we only prove the upper triangular
countably infinite case, the proof of other cases are similar.
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It is easy to check that a ring R is left quasi-duo if and only if R/J(R) is left
quasi-duo, so we need only show that

S/J(S) =

'R/J(R) 0 0
0 R/J(R) 0
0 0 R/J(R)

is left quasi-duo. But this is clear, since S/J(S) is just the direct product of countably
many copies of R/J(R), and it is straightforward that the product ring II fl, is left

ieJ

quasi-duo if and only if each 7?, is left quasi-duo. •

Recall that a ring R is called weakly left duo if for every r e R, there exists a natural
number n(r) (depending on r) such that the principal left ideal Rrn(r) is two-sided. Yao
[22] proved that weakly left duo rings are normal (i.e. idempotents are central), which
extends the older result of Courter [6] (Theorem 1.3) for left or right duo rings.
Therefore, the class of weakly left duo rings is properly contained in the class of left
quasi-duo rings by our Proposition 2.1 and Proposition 2.2, since upper triangular matrix
rings have non-central idempotents.

PROPOSITION 2.2. Every weakly left {right) duo ring is left (right) quasi-duo.

Proof. Let R be a weakly left duo ring. Take any maximal left ideal RM, we want to
show that Mx a M for all x e R.

If not, Mx + M = R by maximality of M. Then we have

mx + m' = 1

for some m e M, m' e M. Choose a natural number t such that R(xm)' is two-sided, thus

(1 + {mx) + ...+ (mx)')m' = 1 - {mx)'+x = \-m. (xm)'. x.

The left side is in M because m' is, and (mx)t+1 e M because xm is and R(xm)' is
two-sided. This implies 1 E M, a contradiction. •

The next result, although very straightforward, is a key one in our investigation.

LEMMA 2.3 For left or right quasi-duo ring R, all nilpotent elements are in J(R).

Proof. Put P =RR and S = End P. Consider P as a projective module over R. It is
well-known that J(S) = {a eS Im a « P).
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Suppose a e S and a" = 0, let
Pa + N = P

where RN < RP. We want to show that N = P, which implies that a e 7(5). Since the
union of every ascending chain of proper submodules of P is proper, by a Zorn's lemma
argument, we may assume that RN is a maximal submodule of RP. Applying a to both
sides of the equality, we have

Pa2 + Na = Pa

so

Pa2 + Na + N = P.

Continuing in this way, we end up with

Na"-'1 +...+Na2 + Na + N = P.

Since R is left quasi-duo, we get N = P as desired. D

Yue Chi Ming [23] proved that if 7? is weakly left duo and J(R) = 0, then R is reduced
(i.e. contains no nonzero nilpotent elements). This is also true for left quasi-duo rings.

COROLLARY 2.4 / / R is left (or right) quasi-duo and J(R) = 0, then R is reduced.

Due to the left-right symmetry in the above Lemma and Corollaries, every
conclusion in this paper concerning right quasi-duo rings has an obvious "left" version.
From now on, we will confine ourselves to right quasi-duo rings.

Let BM(R) denote the Brown-McCoy radical of the ring R. Recall that BM(R) is just
the intersection of all maximal two-sided ideals of R. Yao [22] proved that right primitive,
weakly right duo rings are division rings [22, Theorem 1], that for a weakly right duo ring
/?, J(R) = BM(R) [22, Corollary 2], and that semiprimitive weakly right duo rings are
subdirect products of division rings [22, Corollary 1]. All these are true for right quasi-duo
rings, and are even easier to prove. Namely, let R be a right quasi-duo ring, then: (1) if R
is right primitive, then R is a division ring; (2) if R is simple, then R is a division ring; (3)
J(R) = BM(R)\ (A) if J(R) = 0, then R is a subdirect product of division rings.

Our next goal, Theorem 2.5 and Theorem 2.6, is to generalize and sharpen Theorem
2 of [22], which says that for a weakly right duo ring R, if every prime ideal is maximal,
then R is 7T-regular and Lemma 5 of [22], which says that for a weakly right duo ring R, if
the prime radical P(R) = 0 and every prime ideal of R is maximal, then R is ^--regular. A
ring R is called strongly regular if for every a e R, there exists b e R such that a2b = a.
Note that strong regularity implies regularity, which in turn, implies TT-regularity, but
none of the converse implications holds in general. Call a ring R strongly n-regular if the
descending chain Ra 2 Ra2 2 Ra3 2 . . . terminates. It is well known that this definition is
left-right symmetric [8] and that strongly ^-regular rings are properly contained in the
class of ^-regular rings [10].

THEOREM 2.5 Let R be a right quasi-duo ring. If every prime ideal of R is right primitive
(weaker than maximal), then R is strongly n-regular and R/J(R) is strongly regular.

Proof. Fisher and Snider [10] proved that a ring R is strongly /r-regular if and only if
R/Q is strongly ^-regular for every prime ideal Q of R. Assuming that primes are
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primitive, we have that R/Q is a division ring for every prime ideal Q of R, since
primitive quasi-duo rings are division rings by definition. Therefore R is strongly
^--regular. Since R/J(R) is reduced by Corollary 2.4, R/J(R) is strongly regular. D

THEOREM 2.6 Let R be a right quasi-duo ring. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) the prime radical P(R) = 0 and every prime ideal of R is maximal,
(2) the prime radical P(R) = 0 and every prime ideal of R is right primitive,
(3) R is strongly regular.

Proof. (1)=> (2): Trivial.
(2) ̂ > (3): Since every prime ideal is right primitive, P(R) = J(R) = 0. The rest of the

proof follows from Theorem 2.5.
(3) => (1): Let Q be a prime ideal of R, then R/Q is a division ring by Theorem 3.2 of

[11]. So Q is maximal and P(R) = 0 follows from the regularity of R. •

The rest of this section concerns a problem of Fisher [9]. Recall that a ring R is called
fully left (right) idempotent if every left (right) ideal RI ^ RR (IR < RR) is idempotent:
I2 = I, and that R is a left (right) V-ring if every left (right) simple ^-module is injective.
One of the three problems considered in [9] asked: for what rings R is it true that R is
regular if and only if R is a V-ring?

Armendariz and Fisher proved that for Pi-rings (rings satisfying a polynomial
identity) the above question has an affirmative answer [9, Theorem 16]. Recently, Yue
Chi Ming [23, Proposition 7] proved an analogous result for weakly right duo rings,
extending an older result of Chandran for right duo rings [5, Theorem 1]. We will show
here that a similar result also holds for left (right) quasi-duo rings. Moreover, we prove
that over a left (right) quasi-duo ring R, if the group ring R[G] is a left or right V-ring,
then it is regular. When the group G is finite, the converse also holds. These again extend
the results of [21, Proposition 2 and Corollary 2, p. 216].

The equivalences of (2), (3) and (5) in the following theorem have been proved in
Brown [2, Theorem 4.11, p. 700].

THEOREM 2.7. For a right quasi-duo ring R, the following are equivalent:
(1) R is von Neumann regular;
(2) R is strongly regular;
(3) R is regular and duo (i.e. left duo and right duo);
(4) R is a left V-ring;
(5) R is a right V-ring;
(6) R is fully left idempotent;
(7) R is fully right idempotent.

Proof. (1) ̂  (2): Trivial by Corollary 2.4.
(2) => (3): Actually, (2) and (3) are equivalent for arbitrary rings, see, for example,

[18, Proposition 1.2.3, p. 40].
(3)=>(5): Brown [2, Theorem 4.8, p. 700] showed that for a right duo ring R, R is

regular if and only if R is a right V-ring.
(5)^(7): Right V-rings are fully right idempotent by Fisher [9, Corollary 7, p. 105].
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Proposition 14 (1) of Ramamurthi [17] proved that the Jacobson radical of
any fully right idempotent ring is zero, so J(R) = 0. Then R is reduced by Corollary 2.4.
To show that R is regular, it suffices to show that each factor ring R of R which contains
no nonzero divisor is a division ring, this is by Goodearl [11, Theorem 1.21]. Let R be
such a factor ring of R. R is again fully right idempotent by [17, Proposition 5]. Since R
contains no nonzero divisor, R is simple by [17, Proposition 7]. Then it follows that R is a
division ring.

The other implications follow from symmetry. •

Let R be a ring and G a group (not necessarily finite). It is well known that the group
ring R[C) is von Neumann regular if and only if: (1) R is regular, (2) G is locally finite
(every finitely generated subgroup is finite), (3) the order of every element of G is a unit
in R. (see, for example, [15, p. 155]). Similarly, R[G] is fully left (right) idempotent if and
only if: (1) /? is fully left (right) idempotent, (2) G is locally finite, (3) the order of each
element of G is a unit in R [9, Theorem 9]. For a "weakly left duo" version of the next
two results, see [21, p. 216].

PROPOSITION 2.8. Let R be a left quasi-duo ring and G a group, the following statements
are equivalent:

(1) R[G] is regular;
(2) R[G] is fully left idempotent;
(3) R[G] is fully right idempotent.

Proof. Straightforward by Theorem 2.7 and the above mentioned results concerning
the group ring R[G]. •

COROLLARY 2.9. Let R be a left quasi-duo ring and G a group.
(1) If R[G] is a left or right V-ring, then R[G] is regular.
(2) If G is finite, then R[G] is a left V-ring if and only if it is regular if and only if it is

a right V-ring.

Proof. (1) Suppose R[G] is a left V-ring, then R is a left V-ring, G is locally finite
and order of each element of G is a unit in R by Theorem 10 of [9]. So R is regular by
Theorem 2.7. Therefore R[G] is regular by the above mentioned result.

(2) By Theorem 11 of [9], when G is finite, R[G] is a left V-ring if and only if R is a
left V-ring, G is locally finite and order of each element of G is a unit in R. Again the
conclusion follows from Theorem 2.7. •

For G infinite, Farkas and Snider constructed an example in which R[G] is regular
but not a V-ring on either side (see Example 3 of [9], p. 109).

3. Bass' conjecture. Bass [1] proved that a left perfect ring R has the property that
every left 7?-module has a maximal submodule and R contains no infinite set of
orthogonal idempotents, and asked if the converse holds also. In this section, we will
establish the above converse for left (or right) quasi-duo rings. We start with an
elementary observation. Let R be a ring, lx and I2 are two-sided ideals of R. If
R(R/h) =R (R/I2) as left /?-modules, then Ix = 72.

For a "weakly left duo" version of the following two lemmas, see Xue [21, Lemma 1
and Lemma 2, p. 212-213].
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LEMMA 3.1. Let R be a left quasi-duo ring. If every left R-module has a maximal
submodule, then every element of R which is not a right zero divisor is a unit in R.

Proof. Let x be an element of R which is not a right zero divisor. Consider the left
7?-module

RA = <& Ryh

where 7?y, = R/Rx' (i.e. lK(y,) = Rx1). Let RB = /?>,+ f R(xyi+i - y,), then A/B = f Ryh

/=i i=i

with yj~y, + B. Suppose A ¥^B, then A/B has a maximal submodule M. The relations
xy,+i = y,- allow us to assume that

yu.. . ,yt e M\ y , + 1 , y i + 2 , • • • , <£ M

Let RT = A/B; then yi+1 = y,+i + M and y,+2 = y,+2 + M are nonzero elements of TIM
and TIM is simple, so

TIM = / $ + 1 = /?y,+2.

Denote lR(yi+\) and //?(y,+2) by /, and 72, respectively, then 7, and /2 are maximal left
ideals of R since TIM is simple. Furthermore,

by the observation above, we have A = I2, since Iu I2 are two-sided ideals of R. Note that
* e Iu since y, e M and *>>,-,-) -yt e B implying xyi+l =_y, e M, which is equivalent to
xf,+) =0 . Then x e I2, which, in turn, gives us that xyi+2 = Q, i.e. xyi+2 = y~j+\ e M, a
contradiction. So we must have A = B.

We now suppose that

n n

y\ = 2 r,(xy,+1 - )>,•) = -/•, y, + S (/•,•_!* - r,)y, + rnxyn+}
i= l 1=2

for some ru r2,... , rn e. R. Since the y, are independent, we have

yi = -nyu n^x - r,^e /«(>',) = /?Jr', (; = 2 , . . . ,«) ; rnor e lR(yn+l) = Rx"+\

But x is not a right zero divisor, rnx e Rx"+1 implies rn e Rx".
Suppose that rk e Rxk, (2 < A; < « ) , then rk^x - rk e ftc* implies r ^ . ^ G 7?^*. Again

rt_, e /fcc*"1.
Inductively we have r; e 7?x, which says that

y\ = -h)\ = o.

So 7?JC = 7?. Then 1 = yx for some y e 7?. But (xy - l)x = 0, we have xy = 1 since * is not a
right zero divisor. We have shown that x is a unit as desired. •

LEMMA 3.2. Le/ R be a left quasi-duo ring with J(R) = 0 such that every left R-module
has a maximal submodule, then R is von Neumann regular.

Proof. It suffices to show that Ra®lR(a) = R, for every a e R.
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From the assumptions, R is reduced by Corollary 2.4. In any reduced ring
lR(a) = rR(a), hence lR(a) is two-sided for every a e R. Moreover, we claim that
R a C \ l R ( a ) = 0. T a k e x e R a ( ~ \ l R ( a ) , x = y a f o r s o m e y e R a n d xa = 0. F r o m t h i s ,
xy e lR(a), then x2 = xya = 0 implies x = 0, since R is reduced. For 0 ^ a e R, R- R/lR(a)
is a ring, since /*(«) is two-sided. Moreover, R is also a left quasi-duo ring and every left
.R-module has a maximal submodule. Take any r = r + lR(a) e R; if r. a = 6, then
ra e Ra H lR(a) = 0, so r e_//j(a),_i.e. r = 0. Thus a is not a right zero divisor in R. By
Lemma 3.1, a is a unit in R. So Ra = R, which gives us

Ra®lR(a) = R.

Therefore R is regular. D

We are now ready to prove the main result of this section.

THEOREM 3.3. For a left quasi-duo ring R, the following are equivalent:
(1) R is left perfect;
(2) R contains no infinite set of orthogonal idempotents and every left R-module has a

maximal submodule.

Proof. (1)=>(2): see Bass [1].
(2)=>(1): Let S = R/J(R). Since J(R) is left T-nilpotent by Bass [1, Remark (ii),

p. 470], it remains to show that 5 is semisimple Artinian. It is well-known that countable
orthogonal idempotents can be lifted modulo nil ideals, so 5 cannot contain an infinite set
of orthogonal idempotents. Let

1 = s, + s2 +... + sn

with the Sj being pairwise orthogonal primitive idempotents. Since 5 is left quasi-duo and
7(5) = 0, the Sj are central idempotents by Corollary 2.4. Then 5 has the following ring
decomposition

5 = 0 SSJ,

where each 5s, is regular since 5 is, by Lemma 3.2. But each 5s, contains no nontrivial
idempotents, so they are division rings. •

REMARK 3.4. Cozzens [7] and Koifman [14] constructed examples showing that Bass'
conjecture is false in general. Both examples are simple non-division rings with Jacobson
radical zero and contain no nontrivial idempotents, But all modules (left or right) over
them do have maximal submodules (actually the rings they constructed are left and right
V-rings, i.e. simple modules are all injective). Since simple quasi-duo rings are division
rings, Cozzens and Koifman's examples are not quasi-duo on either side. This shows that
the quasi-duo assumption is important.

4. P-exchange rings. Let R be a left quasi-duo ring. Theorem 3.3 says that if every
left /?-module has a maximal submodule and R contains no infinite set of orthogonal
idempotents, then R is left perfect. In this section, we consider the same problem with the
condition on idempotents dropped. It turns out that left quasi-duo rings over which every
left module has a maximal submodule are exactly those rings over which every projective
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left module has the exchange property, a property of modules introduced by Crawley and
Jonsson [4]. A ring over which every projective left (right) module has the exchange
property is called a left (right) P-exchange ring and has been studied recently by several
authors (see, for example, Stock [19], Kambara and Oshiro [13]).

In [4], a module RM is said to have the exchange property if for every module RA and
any two decompositions of RA

iel

where RM' = RM, there exist submodules RA'j c RAh such that

isl

A module RM is said to have the finite exchange property if the above condition is satisfied
whenever the index set is finite. The importance of this notion lies in the fact that if the
modules RAi(i e /) are countably generated and all have the exchange property, then any
two direct sum decompositions of RA - £ At have isomorphic refinements (Crawley and

iel

Jonsson [4, Theorem 7.1]).
Warfield [20] called a ring R an exchange ring if RR has the exchange property, and

proved that a module RM has the exchange property if and only if End RM is an exchange
ring. Nicholson [16] called a ring ?̂ a clean ring if every element of R is a sum of a unit
plus an idempotent, and proved that clean rings are exchange and the converse holds
when all idempotents are central. Our first result in this section extends this to left (or
right) quasi-duo rings. Since exchange rings with all idempotents central are left and right
quasi-duo, by Burgess and Stephenson [3, Theorem 3.1(ii) (b), p. 162], and we have
examples (e.g. the rings o f n x « upper triangular matrices over a division ring) showing
that there exists left quasi-duo exchange rings with non-central idempotents, the
generalization is nontrivial.

PROPOSITION 4.1. For an exchange ring R with J(R) = 0, the following are equivalent:
(1) R is left quasi-duo;
(2) R is reduced;
(3) R is normal (i.e. all idempotents are central).

Proof. (1)4>(2): By Corollary 2.4.
(2) => (3): This is true for an arbitrary ring.
(3)^>(1): By Burgess and Stephenson [3], this is true even without assuming that

J(R) = 0. D

THEOREM 4.2. For a left or right quasi-duo ring R, the following are equivalent:
(1) R is an exchange ring;
(2) R is a clean ring.

Proof. (2)=^(1): Every clean ring is an exchange ring (see Nicholson [16, Proposi-
tion 1.8(i)]).

(1)=^(2): It is known that a ring R is clean if and only if R/J(R) is clean and
idempotents lift modulo J(R) [16, p. 272]. Also, R is exchange if and only if R/J(R) is
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exchange and idempotents lift modulo J(R) [16, Proposition 1.5]. So, without loss of
generality, we may assume that J(R) - 0. Now the proof follows from Proposition 4.1
above. •

It is still an open question whether there exists an exchange ring which is not clean.
Stock [19] called a ring R left P-exchange if every projective left R-module has the

exchange property. Unlike the exchange ring case, the notion of a P-exchange ring is not
left-right symmetric, although it is obvious that P-exchange rings are exchange rings. It
remains open to determine the structure of P-exchange rings (see Kambara and Oshiro
[13]). For a ring R with all idempotents central, Stock [19] proved that R is left
P-exchange if and only if R/J(R) is von Neumann regular and J(R) is left T-nilpotent [19,
Theorem 4.8]. Based on the results of the previous sections, we are able to characterise
those left quasi-duo rings which are left P-exchange, which, in the view of the following
proposition, generalizes the above result of Stock.

PROPOSITION 4.3. Every P-exchange ring (left or right) with all idempotents central is
left and right quasi-duo.

Proof. Since P-exchange rings are exchange rings, by Burgess and Stephenson [3,
Theorem 3.1, (ii) (b)], they are left and right quasi-duo. •

The rings of n X n upper triangular matrices over a division ring are also examples of
left quasi-duo left P-exchange ring which has non-central idempotents.

We are now ready to prove the main theorem of this section.

THEOREM 4.4. For a left quasi-duo ring R, the following are equivalent:
(1) R is a left P-exchange ring;
(2) the left free module RR^ has the finite exchange property;
(3) R/J(R) is von Neumann regular and J(R) is left T-nilpotent;
(4) Every left R-module has a maximal submodule.

Proof. (1)=>(2): Trivial by definition.
(2)=>(3): J{R) is left T-nilpotent by Stock [19, Theorem 4.1 (2), p. 444]. Since

J(R/J(R)) = 0, and R/J(R) is also left quasi-duo, then R/J(R) is reduced by Corollary
2.4.

To prove the von Neumann regularity of a ring without nonzero nilpotent elements,
it suffices to show that every factor ring of it which contains no nonzero zero divisors is a
division ring (see, for example, Goodearl [11, Theorem 1.21]). Let R be such a factor ring
of R/J(R), then ^R(N) also has the finite exchange property by Stock [19, Proposition_4.1
(1), p. 444]. So J(R) is left T-nilpotent. But R has no nonzero divisors, thus J(R) = 0. R is
also an exchange ring, by Nicholson [16, Proposition 1.9, p. 272] Ra contains a nonzero
idempotent e, say, for every Q¥=a e R. Again the fact that R contains no nonzerozero
divisor forces e = 1, which implies Ra = R. Then it is straightforward to check that R is a
division ring.

(3)^(4): The fact that R/J(R) is regular and left quasi-duo implies that R/J(R) is
strongly regular by Theorem 2.7 (2). Also by the same theorem, R/J(R) is a left V-ring. A
left V-ring has have the property that every left module over it has a maximal submodule
(see, for example, Koifman [14, Prop. 2.4]). But the fact that every left R-module has a
maximal submodule is equivalent to every left R/J(R)-modu\e having a maximal
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submodule and /(/?) being left T-nilpotent (see Hamsher [12, Lemma 1]), so we get the
desired property of R.

(4)=> (3): By [12, Lemma 1], J(R) is left T-nilpotent and every R/J(R)-modu\e has a
maximal submodule. Since R/J(R) is still left quasi-duo and J(R/J(R)) = 0, by Lemma
3.11, R/J(R) is regular.

(3)^>(1): This is true even without the over all assumption on R (see, for example,
Stock [19, Theorem 4.2]). •

The equivalence of (3) and (4) in Theorem 4.4 for commutative rings has been
established by Hamsher [12, p. 1135]. Recently, Xue [21] proved that for weakly left duo
rings, (3) and (4) are equivalent [21, Corollary 1]. Theorem 4.4 can also be viewed as a
generalization of these results.

Of course, all generalizations we claimed here are nontrivial. For example, take R to
be the ring of 2 X 2 upper triangular matrices over a division ring D, then R is left
quasi-duo but not weakly left duo (nor weakly right duo). Moreover, R is left perfect, so it
serves as an example which is covered by our Theorem 3.3, but not by the analogous
theorems of Xue [21, Theorem 3] and Chandran [5, Theorem 3]. Also, the same ring R is
an exchange ring and P-exchange ring, which is covered by our Theorems 4.2 and 4.4 but
not by the analogous results of Nicholson [16, Proposition 1.8] and Stock [19, Theorem
4.8]. So, all the generalizations are nontrivial.

We conclude this paper by making one more negative observation on quasi-duo
rings.

REMARK 4.5. For any division ring D (or more generally, any left or right quasi-duo
ring R), the upper triangular matrix ring S = UTM^XX(D) is always left quasi-duo by
Proposition 2.1. But J(S) = {(«/,) e S | au = 0} is not nil, hence not left T-nilpotent, S can
never be a P-exchange ring, or equivalently, a left max ring (i.e. every left module over it
has a maximal submodule).
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ADDED IN PROOF. (1) The open question whether there exists an exchange ring that is
not clean (p. 29) has been settled in the negative by Camillo and Yu, Exchange rings,
units and idempotents, Comm. Alg. 22 (1994), 4737-4749.

(2) The converse of Theorem 2.5 also holds. A strengthened version of Theorem 2.5
will be presented in Hua-Ping Yu, On rings whose prime factors are simple (to appear).
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